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Abstract—Mobile cyberphysical systems provide a platform
where communication, computing and control are integrated to-
gether. With the increase in the usage of Internet of Things (IoT)
devices, it is important to understand the complex interaction
between these three subsystems. This paper aims to address this
challenge in the context of video delivery over an autonomous
aerial vehicle (AAV) network. This network suffers from limited
bandwidth and delay constraints of real-time video streaming
under time-varying wireless channel conditions. Additionally, it
experiences limitations in power consumption and computational
complexity due to the embedded system platform running the
video transmission protocols. Hence, we design a low complexity
real-time video transmission protocols that are suitable for such
platforms. In this paper, we provide a comparison between
different transmission protocols we developed with respect to
temporal and spatial video distortion metrics.

Index Terms—Multimedia Networks, Rate-Distortion Opti-
mization, Cyberphysical Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increase in the usage of cyberphysical system

devices, there is a need to integrate communication, control

and computing resulting in many research challenges. Many

applications require reliable control and distribution coupled

with high bandwidth communication. Moreover, these systems

often operate in an enviroment with limited resources, e.g.

computation and power constrained. In this paper, we design

and analyze a cyberphysical system that consists of a network

of AAVs. This system has multitude of applications in the

civilian and military arenas. This work mainly focuses on

developing wireless video transmission protocols that are ef-

ficient given the stringent constraints of mobile cyberphysical

systems [1]–[16]. Such systems are in general characterized

by delay sensitivity coupled with the high bandwidth require-

ment and high computational complexity. These characteristics

cause significant video delivery and reliability challenges. The

main factors that cause real-time video delviery challenges

are high data rate, real-time constraints, and dependencies

between frames [17]–[19]. Schedulers for quality of service

(QoS) improvement were proposed in [20]–[28] applied to

different standards [29]–[33].

Real-time applications, such as video transmissions, are

the main focus in this paper. In the past, researchers have

mainly investigated delay-tolerant applications [34], [35] for

schedulers design [36]–[42] with optimality [43]–[46]. Nowa-

days, real-time applications are the primary focus of research

given all the recent applications on smart phones that re-

quire real-time performance, either with approximate solutions

[47]–[49] or optimal ones [50]–[58]. Given the bandwidth

requirements of real-time applications additional spectrum was

recommended in [59]–[67] for designing schedulers [68]–

[72] with optimality [73]–[77]. One of the spectrum mainly

considered for carrier aggregation is the radar band [78]–[86].

Our goal in this paper is to develop low complexity rate

distortion optimized (RDO) and adaptive streaming algorithms

to efficiently deliver multimedia over an AAV network called

Horus. Our developed transmission techniques minimize the

video distortion given the limitation of wireless channels.

The developed low-complexity RDO (LCRDO) algorithms

outperform conventional video transmission protocols.

A. Our Contributions

Our contributions on the implementation side are summa-

rized as:

• We implement a real-time RDO transmission algorithm

that requires a smaller memory and less computational

power suitable for real-setting and real-time execution.

• We implement an adaptive transmission algorithm using

MPEG2 video compression that minimizes drops when

compared to non-adaptive transmission.

• We implement an adaptive MJPEG transmission algo-

rithm that decreases frame drops.

II. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The goal of the RDO problem is to optimize the amount of

distortion in a network for a given rate, where distortion is the

degradation is media quality as packets are dropped and rate

is the amount of data (i.e. number of packets transmitted per

unit time). In [2], an algorithm for minimizing distortion D for

a given rate R is shown. The authors solve the RDO problem

by minimizing the Lagrangian D + λR where λ Lagrange

multiplier. This algorithm is suitable for off-line computation.

The problem is defined and solved for every data unit l, i.e.

video packet, and so there exist a Lagrange multiplier λl for

every data unit. Depending on the expected channel rate, the

value λl is a packet threshold above which the packet is

transmitted and below which the packet is not transmitted.

Solving the rate distortion optimization problem for every

video packet is not efficient for embedded applications in

real-time as the transmission policy computation for every

packet threshold λl is time consuming and hence requires

off-line computation. In addition, solving rate-distortion op-

timization problem presented in [2] requires a mathematical



Fig. 1. AAV block diagram of internal components

channel model with parameters that are updated regularly

if used in real-time systems. This will certainly add more

computational complexity to the system. Instead of using a

mathematical channel model, we measure channel state by

using measurable physical quantities that are already available

by default during system operation and therefore will not need

additional computation. We use MAC layer beacons1. For

802.11 wireless networks, the destination sends beacons to the

source periodically by default. These beacons are used in our

algorithm at the source to measure the channel state. Hence,

our proposed RDO algorithms are characterized by real-time

execution where policy/channel state is computed on-line, and

low computational complexity.

III. TESTBED

For our experiment, we use Horus AAV node, see section

III-A for node description, that are flying in a pre-specified

path, see section III-B for the proposed topology. In this

experiment, AAVs are streaming video data in real-time to

destinations (a laptop is used as a fixed access point). The

flight path is chosen to ensure the time-varying nature of

wireless channel is significant in the experiment.

The routing path is given a priori and the topology of

the network is fixed throughout the experiment. However the

nodes are moving in a fixed circular path as described in sec-

tion III-B. This continuous movement ensures the time-varying

nature of wireless channel and reveals the effectiveness of the

implemented algorithms.

A. AAV Node Description

The aerial nodes (AAV)that form the network for our

experiment include the components shown in Figure 12. These

components are Via EPIA Nano-ITX [87] (a x86 computer),

Atheros wireless card [88] (for IEEE 802.11 2.4 GHz com-

munications), Zigbee [89] (IEEE 802.15 900 MHz frequency

1Periodically, access points broadcast a beacon, and the radio network
interface card (NIC) receives these beacons while scanning and takes note
of the corresponding signal strengths. The beacons contain information about
the access point, including service set identifier (SSID), supported data rates,
etc.

2UART, PWM, and USB stands for Universal Asynchronous Re-
ceiver/Transmitter, Pulse-Width Modulation, and Universal Serial Bus, respec-
tively

Fig. 2. Horus testbed diagram for two AAVs multiple unicast scenario

Fig. 3. Map of the actual site used for running Horus testbed experiment.
The internal circle shows the AAV flight path. The outer circle shows the
viewing area of the camera attached to the AAV.

band for way point navigation) IMU3 [90] (for controlling the

AAV flight), GPS4 [91] (for location measurement), Remote

Control Unit [92] (R/C module uses 72 MHz frequency band

for manual flight control), Servo motors [93] (control AAV

flaps and rudder) DC motor [94] (moving force of AAV

propeller), and a camera (for video capturing). The block

diagram is divided into three sections propulsion, control, and

communication as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the

wireless connections between AAVs and group access point

(laptop).

B. Network Topology

In our experiment, we consider two main network topolo-

gies. First, unicast network topology is considered where the

AAV transmits to a ground access point (i.e. laptop). The

circular path of the AAV is shown in Figure 3. The AAV

records live video of the landscape beneath it and transmits

this video to the ground access point (laptop). Second, multiple

unicast network topology is constructed by two AAV flying in

a two different circular paths as shown in Figure 2 recording

live video and transmitting to a ground access point (i.e.

laptop).

C. Distortion Measure

We consider two metrics of distortion for comparing be-

tween various transmission protocols. These metrics are:

3IMU stands for Inertial Measurement Unit
4GPS stands for Global Positioning System



Fig. 4. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Beacon algorithm at the transmitter

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Beacon algorithm at the receiver

1) Temporal Distortion:: It represents the difference be-

tween the transmitted video duration from the AAV(s) and the

received video duration at the access point (i.e. laptop). So, it

is a measure of packet drops during transmission.

2) Spacial Distortion:: For spacial distortiion, we use

Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [95] index of the frames suc-

cessfully reconstructed at the access point (laptop). The SSIM

index is a metric of similarity between distortion-free image

(reference image) and distorted image. Hence, it is a measure

of perceived image quality. The SSIM index between two

windows x and y of common size N ×N is:

SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + c1)(2σxy + c2)

(µ2
x + µ2

y + c1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + c2)
(III.1)

where µx and µy are the averages of x and y, respectively,

σ2

x and σ2

y are the variances of x and y, respectively, σxy is

the covariance of x and y, and c1 and c2 are two stabilizing

variables.

IV. VIDEO TRANSMISSION PROTOCOLS

For implementing our transmission protocols, we use Linux

operating System (Ubuntu), Click Modular Router open source

network stack [96] for implementing our transmission algor-

tihms, and GStreamer open source multimedia framework [97]

for video compression.

A. LCRDO-Beacon Algorithm

The low complexity RDO (LCRDO)-Beacon algorithm,

used in our implementation, has low computational complex-

ity. The reason for this reduction of computational complexity

is high computational demands of MPEG2 video encoding,

which requires most of the computational power of Via EPIA

computer. The use of beacons for channel state measurement

ensure a more reliable real-time performance and concurrently

show significant improvement in the general performance with

Algorithm 1 LCRDO-Beacon Algorithm

loop

transmit packets received from the selected/active encoder

if transceiver receives a beacon then

if RSSI < X1 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time de-

livery}
Switch to Encoder 2 (i frames only)

else

if RSSI > X2 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time

delivery}
Switch to Encoder 1 (i, p and b frames)

end if

end if

end if

end loop

Fig. 6. Hysteresis: Controller switches to Encoder 2 when RSSI is less than
X1 and to Encoder 1 when RSSI is greater than X2. No change is done when
RSSI is between X1 and X2.

respect to unoptimized methods, as will be shown in section

IV-D.

The block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure

4. The camera driver outputs raw video, which is resized to

160x120 (without loss of generality, this resolution is chosen

to minimize the computation on the Via EPIA computer; the

algorithm applies equally for higher resolutions). A stride

scheduler chooses between different parameters for encoding

the raw video into an MPEG2 stream. We use two different

encoders:

1) MPEG2 encoder with GOF5=5 and an overall frame rate

of 25 frames per second (f/s). This corresponds to sending

i, p and b frames with an i frame rate of 5 f/s.

2) MPEG2 encoder with GOF=1 and an overall frame rate

of 5 f/s. This corresponds to sending i frames only at a

rate of 5 f/s.

In this RDO architecture, packets of p and b frames of

a single and fixed MPEG2 encoder (running at 25 f/s) are

selectively dropped depending on the chosen transmission

policy. An equivalent implementation that alternates between

5Group Of Frames (GOF) is the group of video frames that starts by an
i frame then proceeded by p and b frames only. The MPEG video file is a
sequence of GOFs; e.g. GOF=5 has one i frame and four p and b frames,
while GOF=1 has only i frames and no p and b frames.



Fig. 7. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Adaptive algorithm for MPEG2 at the
transmitter.

two separate encoders as controlled by a stride scheduler was

chosen due to limitations of the GStreamer-internal architec-

ture.

The two outputs of the two MPEG2 compression and

packet selection blocks are fed to the transmitter via two

queues, Queue1 and Queue2. These queues are not drawn

to simplify the block diagram. For later comparison purposes,

a high quality reference copy of the original video is stored

in compressed MPEG2 form (with GOF=5 and 25 f/s) using

GStreamer. Inside the Click Modular Router, a transceiver

realizes wireless transmission of encoded videos and wireless

reception of signal strength beacons. The beacons received in

the transceiver are passed through a Received Signal Strength

Indicator (RSSI6) block that decodes the RSSI value and

passes it on to a controller block. Finally, the controller block

determines packet selection and controls the stride scheduler

by executing Algorithm 1.

In the LCRDO-Beacon algorithm (Algorithm 1), the con-

troller switches to the Encoder 2 (i frames only) in the video

compression block whenever the RSSI drops below a value

X1. Likewise, if the RSSI rises above a value X2, the controller

switches to select the Encoder 1 (i, p and b frames) in the video

compression block. This hysteresis is shown in Figure 6. In the

switching instant, all the contents of Queue1 and Queue2 are

cleared. This is done to avoid sending any residual packets in

the queue when switching back and forth between the different

encoding modes, ensuring reliable real-time performance.

The block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 5. The

received signal is decoded using a standard MPEG2 decoder

and displayed on the monitor of the ground access point

(laptop). At the same time, the received video is stored in

compressed MPEG2 format for later analysis.

B. LCRDO-Adaptive Algorithm for MPEG2

In addition to selectively dropping packets, a generalized

method for performing RDO and improving the received

video quality is to co-design RDO-type packet selection with

adaptive video encoding. In such an approach, the video en-

coding rate is adjusted to the transmission rate in a distortion-

optimized way. In addition to improving video quality, adapt-

6The Atheros based card returns an RSSI value of 0 to 127 (0x7f) with
128 (0x80) indicating an invalid value.

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Adaptive algorithm for MPEG2 at the
receiver.

ing encoding parameters to rate variations can significantly

reduce average computational requirements in the real-time

video encoder. Similar to the LCRDO-Beacon algorithm, such

an adaptive approach has an operating mechanism in which

the video encoder switches between different modes. Both

algorithms require predetermined thresholds used in a hys-

teresis (see Figure 6). In the LCRDO-Beacon algorithm, the

channel state measurement determines when to transmit both

independent and dependent or when to drop dependent and

only transmit independent frames. By contrast, for the adaptive

algorithm, the channel state measurements determine when to

transmit video at high quality, i.e. with high bit rate, and when

to transmit video at low quality, i.e. with lower bit rate. Both

algorithms require channel state measurements and seek to

minimize distortion and maximize video quality. The block

Algorithm 2 LCRDO-Adaptive Algorithm for MPEG2

loop

transmit packets received from the selected/active encoder

if transceiver receives a beacon then

if RSSI < X1 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time de-

livery}
Switch to Encoder 2 (100 kbps)

else

if RSSI > X2 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time

delivery}
Switch to Encoder 1 (unlimited rate)

end if

end if

end if

end loop

diagram of the low complexity RDO with adaptive co-design

(LCRDO-Adaptive) algorithm for MPEG2 transmissions is

show in Figure 7. The block diagram is similar to the block

diagram of LCRDO-Beacon with the exception that the stride

scheduler allows choosing between two different MPEG2

encoders for video compression:

1) MPEG2 encoder with 5 frames per GOF, a frame rate of

25 f/s, and unlimited bit rate.

2) MPEG2 encoder with 5 frames per GOF, 25 f/s frame

rate, and 100 kbps transmission rate.

The controller block determines packet selection and controls



Fig. 9. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Adaptive algorithm for
MJPEG/SMOKE at the transmitter.

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the LCRDO-Adaptive algorithm for
MJPEG/SMOKE at the receiver.

the stride scheduler by executing Algorithm 2. The block

diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 8, which is similar

to the LCRDO-Beacon receiver.

Algorithm 3 LCRDO-Adaptive Algorithm MJPEG/SMOKE

loop

transmit packets received from the selected/active encoder

if transceiver receives a beacon then

if RSSI < X1 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time de-

livery}
Switch to Encoder 2 (low quality)

else

if RSSI > X2 then

Clear Queue1 and Queue2 {Ensures real-time

delivery}
Switch to Encoder 1 (high quality)

end if

end if

end if

end loop

C. LCRDO-Adaptive Algorithm for MJPEG/SMOKE

The attractive property of motion JPEG (MJPEG) video

compression is the very low computational complexity com-

pared to MPEG2 video compression. This comes at the

expense of lower compression leading to higher bandwidth

requirements. Furthermore, MJPEG compression is charac-

teristic by all frames being independent, whereas MPEG2

compression has both independent and dependent frames. A

variant of MJPEG compression is the SMOKE codec [98],

which includes both JPEG frames and delta frames. JPEG

Fig. 11. Flight phases used to calculate average SSIM index

frames are key-frame that are each followed by N − 1 delta

frames. JPEG frames are independent while delta frames are

constructed according to a motion estimation threshold using

the key-frame. This threshold specifies how much each 16x16

block of pixels may differ before a new block is generated.

A large value of the threshold causes more blocks to stay

the same for more frames, decreasing bandwidth usage, but

producing less accurate output. Likewise, a small number

of delta frames between key-frames increase received video

quality at the cost of a higher bit rate, and vise versa. The

block diagram of the LCRDO-Adaptive for MJPEG/SMOKE

transmitter is show in Figure 9. The camera driver outputs raw

video which is resized to 320x240 with frame rate of 10 f/s.

A stride scheduler chooses between different parameters for

encoding the raw video into an MJPEG/SMOKE stream. We

realize two different encoders:

1) MJPEG/SMOKE encoder with high JPEG image quality

of 80% and N=8.

2) MJPEG/SMOKE encoder with low JPEG image quality

of 30% and N=8.

The rest of the block diagram is similar to the block diagram

of LCRDO-Beacon with difference in the controller and the

storage blocks. The controller block determines packet selec-

tion and controls the stride scheduler by executing Algorithm

3. The storage block stores high quality MJPEG/SMOKE

compressed video (with JPEG image quality of 80%, N=8

and 10 f/s) as reference for later analysis. The block diagram

of the receiver is shown in Figure 10. The received signal

is decoded using MJPEG/SMOKE decoder and displayed on

the monitor of the ground station (laptop). At the same time,

the received compressed video is stored as MJPEG/SMOKE

format for later analysis.

D. Results

We run the flight experiment at Lester Field [99] in Austin,

Texas, shown in Figure 3 (the map is taken from Google

maps). In the flight experiment, the AAV records live video

of the landscape and transmits this video in real-time to the

ground station, in our case a laptop. The AAV passes by four

different phases, see Figure 11, while transmitting the video

signal:

1) Phase A: The AAV is stationary on the ground and close

to the laptop (the ground station). This takes place during

the initialization and AAV preparation.

2) Phase B: The AAV is moving slowly and with close range

to the laptop. This takes place when moving the AAV to

the take-off runway.



TABLE I
RECEIVED VIDEO DURATION FOR TEMPORAL DISTORTION

Experiment video duration

1(a) Send only i frames 68 %

1(b) Send all i, p, and b frames 53 %

1(c) LCRDO-Beacon 76 %

2(a) Send at 100kbps 71 %

2(b) Send at unlimited rate 58 %

2(c) LCRDO-Adaptive for MPEG2 76 %

3(a) Send at low quality 43 %

3(b) Send at high quality 27 %

3(c) LCRDO-Adaptive for MJPEG 49 %

Fig. 12. Received video duration for temporal distortion.

3) Phase C: The AAV is moving relatively very fast and with

moderate range to the laptop. This takes place at take-off

and landing. In this case the camera view is changing

rapidly.

4) Phase D: The AAV is moving relatively fast and far from

the laptop. This takes place when the AAV is in the air.

For our experiments, we analyze both temporal and spatial

distortion. For temporal distortion, we compare the video at

the receiver/destination and the video at the transmitter/source

with respect to video duration. For spatial distortion, we

compare the SSIM index of 10 highest and 10 lowest spatially

distorted video frames received at the destination. The frame

selection is done manually by eye inspection. The number of

frames selected from the flight phases A, B, C, and D are 2,

4, 4, and 10, respectively. The SSIM index is calculated for

each frame with respect to the corresponding source frame

using equation III.1. Then, the average, i.e. arithmetic mean,

of SSIM indices for all the selected 20 frames is calculated

for each case in each flight experiment. Table I and Figure

12 show the temporal distortion results for our experiments.

For every experiment, the percentage of the received video

duration is highest for case (c). Hence, we can conclude

that a better optical flow of received video is observed when

applying the LCRDO algorithms compared to the other two

cases for each experiment. Therefore, the temporal distortion

observed by the user is minimal in the LCRDO algorithms.

This matches our observations during real-time field testing.

In terms of spatial distortions, we observed that the average

SSIM indices for case (a), (b), and (c) within each experiment

are approximately equal, see Table II. We conclude that the

average SSIM index is more dependent on the compression

type compared to the transmission algorithm. Nevertheless,

TABLE II
AVERAGE SSIM INDICES FOR SPATIAL DISTORTION

Experiment Phases Overall
A B C D SSIM

1(a) Send only i frames 1 0.73 0.90 0.69 0.77

1(b) Send all i, p, and b frames 1 0.84 0.84 0.67 0.77

1(c) LCRDO-Beacon 1 0.68 0.73 0.79 0.78

2(a) Send at 100kbps 0.96 0.72 0.75 0.65 0.71

2(b) Send at unlimited rate 1 0.77 0.90 0.71 0.79

2(c) LCRDO-Adaptive MPEG2 1 0.84 0.79 0.67 0.76

3(a) Send at low quality 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94

3(b) Send at high quality 1 1 1 1 1

3(c) LCRDO-Adaptive MJPEG 1 1 0.93 0.94 0.96

Fig. 13. Average SSIM indices for spatial distortion.

spatial distortions in the RDO case are always less than

when streaming with a low quality encoder, approaching the

level of high quality encoding yet with much better temporal

behavior. The average SSIM indices for the proposed RDO

algorithms is summarized in Table II and Figure 13. The

MJPEG/SMOKE codec outperforms MPEG2 codec in terms

of its average SSIM index. This is due to inter-frame estima-

tion performed in the MPEG2 decoder, which causes partially

received frames to be viewed as distorted frames. By contrast,

partially received frames are dropped in the MPJEG/SMOKE

decoder, leading to higher temporal distortions instead. Finally,

we conducted a flight experiment for the multiple unicast

network topology. The two AAVs transmit two different video

signals simultaneously to a common ground station (laptop)

using the LCRDO-Adaptive for MJPEG algorithm. The main

observation is that we can display both videos with acceptable

optical flow. Successful reception of multiple unicast flows

should open more possibilities for future work in building

larger AAV networks that can transmit/receive videos to/from

multiple destinations/sources. As discussed previously, any

implementation of the more complex multiple unicast case

should easily transfer into a multicast environment.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed low complexity rate distortion

optimized (LCRDO) and adaptive video streaming algorithms.

These algorithms are applied to a real testbed called Horus

consisting of a network of wirelessly connected AAVs and

ground stations. Our experiments show that our developed

LCRDO and adaptive videos streaming algorithm outperform

conventional video streaming algorithms. The design of these

algorithms take in consideration the bandwidth, computation



and power limitations of mobile cyberphysical systems. We

provide comparison between the tested algorithms with respect

to temporal and spatial distortion metrics.
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